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Special Ops: Host and Network Security for Microsoft, UNIX, and OracleSyngress Publishing, 2003
As “techies,” we embrace the ability to understand the technology behind how
and why things work, to a point beyond most other people’s interest. Usually
what drives our interest is curiosity, a curiosity very similar to that which we
experienced in childhood.

Curiosity comes in different shapes and sizes...
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When the Market Moves, Will You Be Ready?McGraw-Hill, 2003
The First Hands-On Guidebook for Macrowave Investing--Today's Most Potent, Strategically Advanced Event-Trading Technique

	"Macro" events play a large part in determining movement in markets, sectors, and individual stocks. Often these events are preceded by signals that a price-impacting event is about to...
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A Manager's Guide to Employment Law: How to Protect Your Company and YourselfJossey-Bass, 2003
A Manager's Guide to Employment Law: 

	Explains the fundamental concept of employmentlaw— employment-at-will — and how it has changed over recent years     
	Coaches managers on the specifics of evaluating the opportunities and risks associated with workforce decisions     
	Covers...
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DB2(R) Universal Database V8.1 Certification Exams 701 and 706 Study GuideIBM Press, 2003
The official in-depth guide to passing IBM's DB2 Universal Database Version 8.1 Certification Exams 701 and 706
Over 20,000 people test to become IBM Certified Database Administrators every year.  Some will pass, many will not. This book is IBM's official companion to mastering the skills that you need to ensure that you pass Certification...
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Pattern Recognition in Medical ImagingAcademic Press, 2003
Medical Imaging has become one of the most important visualization and interpretation methods in biology and medecine over the past decade. This time has witnessed a tremendous development of new, powerful instruments for detecting, storing, transmitting, analyzing, and displaying medical images. This has led to a huge growth in the application of...
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Complete Idiot's Guide To PC's, 6 EditionAlpha, 2003
The Complete Idiot's Guide to PCs gives you the hands-on training you need to become productive with your new PCs. This book leads you from the very first stage (purchasing, setting up, and turning on a PC), through day-to-day operations (using Windows and applications; creating, formatting, and printing documents; browsing the Web; and sending...
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C++ for Java ProgrammersPearson Education, 2003

	Written for the moderately experienced Java programmer, this book builds on readers¿ existing knowledge of object-oriented programming and covers all important aspects of Standard C++—emphasizing more lower-level C-style details later in the presentation.   Chapter topics include philosophy of C++, simplest C++, pointers...
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LDAP Directories Explained: An Introduction and AnalysisAddison Wesley, 2003
Directory technology promises to solve the problem of  decentralized information that has arisen with the explosion of distributed  computing. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is a set of protocols  that has become the Internet standard for accessing information directories.  Until now, however, those curious about...
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Windows Server 2003 in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003
Microsoft has introduced the right server for a world now dominated by highly distributed systems and web-based server applications, and O'Reilly Windows Server 2003 in a Nutshell is the most thorough and practical reference to this important new server.  With complete coverage of both the GUI and Command line...
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Macromedia FreeHand MX: Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2003
When faced with a design problem, it shouldn't be because you don't know how to use the design software. If you're learning Macromedia FreeHand MX for the first time, you can rely on Macromedia FreeHand MX: Training from the Sourcefor a thorough ground-up education that you can tackle at your own pace. This popular series from Macromedia Press...
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The Ultimate Palm RobotMcGraw-Hill, 2003
No programming required--CD includes software

Now, anyone curious about robotics can inexpensively build and enjoy their very own robot using any Palm handheld for the brains. Originally developed by Carnegie Mellon University robotics department graduate students, this prototype has enjoyed a cult following among enthusiasts. Using...
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Common Warehouse Metamodel Developer's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The official guide on how to develop interoperable data warehouse and business intelligence applications from the authors of the CWM specification
This authoritative guide will show you how to develop interoperable data warehouse and business intelligence applications using the Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) specification. It provides you...
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